Agent interactions are frequently characterized as "coherent," "collaborative," "cooperative," "competitive," or "coordinated." All of these are specializations of the more foundational category of "correlation," which can be measured by the joint information of a system. "Congruence" is an orthogonal category, reflecting the degree to which correlation and its specializations satisfy user requirements. Lack of correlation can sometimes arise purposefully, and requires the use of formal stochasticity.
INTRODUCTION
Agents do things together. Terms such as "cooperation," "coordination," "contention," "competition," "coherence," and "collaboration" describe this joint action. We refer to these terms collectively (including nominal, verbal, and adjectival forms) as "Co-X," and from this point capitalize them.
The growth in this vocabulary over the last twenty years shows dissatisfaction with simply characterizing agent interaction as "Cooperation." However, the usage of the Co-X terms remains intuitive and sometimes inconsistent, a situation we seek to remedy. Our definitions yield neither a mutually exclusive spanning set such that every agent-based system belongs to exactly one term in the set ("categories") nor an orthogonal set each of whose terms can be applied to all agent-based systems ("perspectives"). A formal taxonomy requires a complete structure of both categories and perspectives [12] , but at this point we claim only, in the words of one reader of an earlier draft, "a nice start."
Correlation: Behavioral Joint Information.
A generic description of what agents do together is their joint information [1] , the difference between the system entropy and the sum of individual agent entropies. Because we are interested in agent behaviors, we compute the entropies over agent actions, but agent states could be used as well. Joint information can be determined empirically, without knowing either agents' internal structure or their external system. Agents are Correlated when their actions depend statistically on those of other agents, however this dependence may arise. It is manifested in, and measured by, an increase of the system's joint information.
Coordination: Communication. "Correlation" describes simply the fact of statistical nonindependence among agent behaviors, while "Coordination" implies a causal process. Correlation can appear among randomly generated numbers as a fluke, but when it arises from a causal process, that process involves Communication, that is, information flow between an individual agent and its environment. (This definition requires redefinition of either "Coordination" or "communication" in titles of the form, "Coordination without communication" [2, 7, 8, 13] .)
Correlation mechanisms can be either centralized or decentralized. In addition, the information flows involved may be either direct from agent to agent (ignoring those aspects of the environment that make up the communication system) or indirect (mediated through explicitly modeled environmental state variables). These contrasts generate a set of specializations of communication, summarized in Table 1 .
Cooperation 1 And Contention: Intent.
To distinguish Cooperation from Contention, we must know agent intentions. For example, traders in a commodity market are highly Correlated, resulting from information flows among them (thus Coordination). Two traders bidding for the same commodity might be Contending (each seeking to wrest control from the other), Cooperating (pumping the price up to increase the value of their current holdings), or simply Competing (in the sense defined in Table 1 ). Resolving the difference requires determining the agents' intents. Thus our definition supports that of [11] .
Cooperation requires joint intentions ( [5] ). Similarly, Contention suggests an intention on the part of one agent to frustrate the intentions of another. To our knowledge, this notion of "antagonistic intent" has not yet been formalized. Intention is not needed for Competition, since agents seeking common limited resources need not harbor malice toward one another. 1 Game theoreticians would reverse our defi-nitions of "coordination" and "cooperation" [3] . We follow the usage in the MAS community. The exact words used are much less important than precision in distinguishing the processes involved.
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Congruence And Coherence: Usefulness.
None of these modes of interaction is necessarily desirable. Increased Correlation, Coordination, Cooperation, and Competition do not always result in more productive systems. The reason is that systems can have goals associated with them at two levels: the system, and the individual agents. Contention and Cooperation take into account individual agent goals, but not system goals. "Congruence" characterizes the degree to which the pattern of agent interactions satisfies ("is Congruent with") system-level goals. Such goals, under rubrics such as "norms," "conventions," and "obligations," are the subject of considerable study ([6] and references there). Whatever such theory one may define will set a standard against which to assess Congruence. The relation among the agents themselves that yields Congruence is "Coherence".
Anticorrelation.
How do these forms of interaction manifest themselves in a situation in which either the peers (individually or corporately) or a distinguished controller seek to eliminate Correlation? Such a situation might be desirable to confuse an adversary, to avoid "colliding" with similar agents in the problem space, or to ensure ergodicity for weak search mechanisms such as particle swarm optimization [10] or evolutionary computation [9] . We can make two observations. 1. Any system with at least two Correlated agents is Correlated.
MAS researchers will rarely encounter perfectly anticorrelated systems. Correlation wants to happen. 2. Anticorrelation among multiple agents requires that they use a random process in their decision-making. In the parlance of statistical mechanics, such a device provides the "symmetry breaking" that avoids undesirable Correlation (and incidentally, enables self-organization [4] . This preliminary taxonomy can and should be extended. For example, it is fruitful to consider temporal distinctions in the ways agents work together, such as synchrony vs. asynchrony [14] . More disciplined attention to these distinctions will enable researchers to communicate more precisely just what a multi- 
